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September 2016

Dear Friend:

It's unusual for me to decide to post a newsletter mid-month. But this time, it
feels imperative that I do so. As we have progressed through this year, I have
been feeling a gradual building of tension and an incredible sense of urgency.
This high stress level and sense of urgency is affecting everyone everywhere.

We all know that something BIG is getting ready to happen. We can feel it in our
bones. I've been talking with you about this time since the 1980's, thinking that
by doing so I would be able to help many prepare for the coming events so that
they wouldn't be blindsided. The time is here now, and many ARE going to be
blindsided. I think that because I started warning of the events of this time so
early that people have felt very casual about it....that they would prepare
"tomorrow" or "next week".....and that it would ultimately be OK.

The dreams that I've been experiencing for the past six weeks are telling me that
we are running out of time. We Must Get Prepared NOW. Every important thing
that has ever happened to me in my life, I have dreamed about before it
happened. I dreamed about both of the attacks on the Twin Towers. In fact, I
was sitting at the breakfast table telling my husband about my dream when my
neighbor rushed in and said, "Oh my God - have you been watching the news?"

She switched on my television and there was my dream, happening before my
eyes. Since then, I've been asking my Guidance to please give me warning dreams
a little more in advance so that I could possibly warn people about them if there
was any possibility of changing their particular outcome.

I don't necessarily want to know about anything that we couldn't change.
However, if I had had more time before the 9-11 attack, perhaps some of the
people wouldn't have gone to work that day. I don't believe that we humans yet
have generated the Power that results from Unity to the extent that we would be
able to change major events that are "in the Plan", but I DO know that by
changing attitudes (such as letting go of a negative belief), we can and DO change
and improve the outcomes of our lives.

So I know that you're wondering just what IS "going to happen". I can tell you
what my and other people's dreams are telling us. In my dreams, there is always
a calendar with the date September 30th highlighted, and a television is always
blaring a news broadcast. The telephone rings, and the caller shouts "911, 911,
911". In dream symbolism, the television news broadcast means, "This is an
important message - this is important news", because on television we watch
channels. It symbolizes that the news is being "channeled" from a higher
dimension. The telephone ringing means that we are receiving an important
message. The shouting of "911" means catastrophe or a catastrophic
event.....and of course the calendar is showing a specific time. There are many
other symbols in this dream which I will define as we continue.

It is important for me to tell you that the news broadcast I'm seeing on the
television in my dream is images of people rioting in the streets, cars and houses
burning, groups of men that look like perhaps SWAT teams pounding down doors
and entering homes, coming out carrying computers, weapons (guns and knives anything that could be used for attack or self defense), boxes of unknown
contents, and in some cases, people - sometimes entire families - who are
sometimes handcuffed and being shoved into buses to be taken someplace.
(Being handcuffed symbolizes helplessness - inability to protect yourself.)
Almost all of the people who are telling me about their dreams are giving
accounts of these same dream images.

All of these dreams are filled with common and universal symbolism. Universal
symbols are symbols that mean the same thing to every man, woman or child of
any race, creed or religion anywhere in the world, such as if we dream of a path,
that means our life path to everyone, everywhere. If we are driving a vehicle, it
means that we are in control and commanders of our own destiny. If we're in a
back seat and someone else is driving, it means we're letting another person be in
control of us.

Common symbols are symbols that reflect the time and place in which the event
is taking place. For instance, if I were to dream of an old house filled with
antiques but I was dressed in today's current fashion, that dream would be telling
me that a past event is influencing my present situation.

The most recurring symbol among the people with whom I've talked is that of
groups of uniformed men going door to door and people trying to hide from
them, feeling threatened....which I feel is very sad considering the current
attitudes about law enforcement. But these men don't seem to be like police
officers - they feel more like Special Operations forces......or Gestapo.

Other recurring symbols in my personal dreams are people trying to use an ATM
machine and the machine rejects their debit card, so they then insert a credit card
hoping to get cash, and the machine also rejects the credit cards - no money is
available to withdraw from banking accounts or credit cards. Two armored
vehicles - the kind that transport money - crash into each other. (I have thought
that symbol probably might mean a monetary crash, a failure of economy.)
There are images of rioters burning banks....images of boarded-up businesses
(mainly grocery and hardware stores), and freeways packed solid with unmoving
cars.

I can't begin to tell you how much I want these dreams to end up being just
anxiety dreams, the workings of an over-anxious imagination, or just plain
fantasy....but I can't do that. The dreams feel too real, and every person who has
told me about their very similar dreams has described the same sense of powerful
reality and urgency.

It has happened in the past that when I am given a specific date symbol, the
public does not become aware of the event until a bit later. For instance, prior to
9-11, I dreamed and therefore predicted that there would be a declaration of war

against the United States on August 15th, 2001. Well, August 15th came and
went with nothing significant happening on the news. I thought, "Wow, I guess I
was just wrong this time." Everything seemed so peaceful....and then on
September 11th, the Twin Towers were attacked. We were then told that on
August 15th, Osama bin Laden had declared war against the United States. So my
dream WAS correct, but we Americans weren't told that war had been declared
upon us. I watch the news every day, and I didn't see it there. Perhaps if I had
been watching European, Australian, New Zealand - news from almost any other
country - we would have known about bin Laden's declaration of war. But we
don't get that kind of news here. Many of the most important things that happen
in the United States we only learn of after the fact, or if we watch or read the
news reports from other countries.

So, I'm sure you can guess - I watch the BBC. I love the Irish news broadcasts - I
watch and read news reports from throughout the world, because I want to know
what's really going on. If you had told me when I was young that we would come
to a time when we Americans were being fed pap by our news industry, I
wouldn't have believed it. It seems that the media thinks us to be too overly
sensitive to be able to handle information about the events that affect our lives.
Who knows.....we might go mad and do something outrageous!

I haven't been given anything really specific about the cause of this upheaval, but
my strongest sense is that the United States will experience a financial crisis that
makes 1929 looks like a day at the beach. I've seen many of these images in the
past, mainly as a result of focusing on a person and looking into this time to try to

perceive the coming events in their lives; and I have experienced many of these
symbols in dreams over the past several years, but those dreams have never had
the powerful sense of urgency that I'm experiencing now, and I have never before
been shown a specific time.

As I said, I'm not the only one who is perceiving this information. Psychics
throughout the world are getting bits and pieces of this, and almost everyone will
tell you that they can feel in their gut that something BIG, something worldchanging, is getting ready to happen. Almost all of the dreams that I have been
shown include images of a bridge or the symbol of crossing a very, very wide
boulevard. Both the bridge and the boulevard mean transition. They mean going
from one place of being to another. They mean change, and the fact that the
boulevard is so wide means that it is a very large change.

Now I'm going to conjecture a bit. I am thinking that these recurring symbols are
telling us that there will be something that happens on September 30th that will
be the impetus that will ultimately create dramatic world change. Because of the
symbols around money and banking and the crash of the two armored vehicles, I
believe that there's going to be a financial crash.....that as a result, money is going
to be impossible to get. Banks will fail. We won't be able to withdraw our funds
from banks or use our credit cards. The images of the Special Forces unit bring
me to the belief that Marshall Law will be imposed, and that guns/weaponry and
food supplies will be confiscated.

Of course, if Marshall Law were to be imposed, there would be no elections, so
the one thing that wouldn't change is our government as we now experience it.
With no money available, stores would close....food and supplies would rapidly
diminish....hungry people would riot.

I'm sorry - I know I've painted a black picture, and I'm really putting myself on the
line here. I'm taking an enormous risk by predicting these things, but I don't feel
that I have any choice. I'm having the dreams every night, and I'm receiving calls
and emails from people telling me about their dreams.....as well as calls and
emails from other psychics telling me that they are experiencing the same
perceptions.

So there. I've said it. Now I'm going to pray a LOT that this is one time when I am
totally, totally wrong. But just in case I'm not, please please do some preparation.
Get some food set aside. I think it would be a good idea to have at least three
months of cash set aside if it's possible, and better yet, have some silver or gold
coins on hand (because the American dollar will soon be worth very little). I'm
buying extra of the things we need: toothpaste, laundry detergent, medical
supplies, toilet paper, coffee, AND I'm saving some things for bartering (like
whiskey and cigarettes, even though I don't smoke or drink any more....but that
whiskey could be used medicinally, and if this happens, there would be people
who would trade a chicken for a cigarette).

The real reason I'm late posting this newsletter is that I've had such trepidation
about this information. Yes, I've had health issues, but my trepidation is the

major cause for the delay. I just don't want to be a dooms-dayer, and I certainly
don't want to cry wolf! I would be devastated if a person went out and withdrew
all their money from the bank, paid penalties for selling stocks and bonds, spent a
lot of hard-to-come-by money on survival supplies -all for naught....because like
any psychic, I have my fudge factor - I'm not 100% (although I do admit I have a
good track record -I've earned a bit of ego, haven't I?). But this has been
pounding at me. I feel so tremendously compelled to tell you about these most
recent perceptions.....that I CAN'T not do it.

It's really important for me to also remind you that all things are in Purpose....that
every event that we experience in life offers us opportunities for growth. The
events of this time are demanding the best of us. We are called upon in this time
to put aside our petty grievances, our self-absorbed lifestyles. We are called upon
to be fully aware of what's going on in the world, and to be conscious of the
states of being of other people around us. This is being demanded of us so that
we can be safe, and so that we KNOW when another person needs us. We will
have opportunities to experience the incredible gifts that come to us when we
cease to be self-serving, yet honoring our own needs while offering to others.

A wise man once said, "There is no greater Love than that which flows between
two soldiers in a foxhole." There is something about crisis that opens us up so
that the core of us is revealed, to ourselves and to others. We all have the
opportunity to prove to ourselves that we are heroes. We have the opportunity
to express Compassion into this dimension. We have the opportunity to prove to

ourselves that we are capable of providing for ourselves no matter what....and
not only can we provide for ourselves, but we can be there for others.

In this life, I have always seen myself as a person whose greatest Calling is to be a
soft place for suffering people to land. I pray that I will be able to maintain that
quality through these coming times. Those of us who are able to go through the
kind of events that are projected for this time in this dimension....will come out
the other side with greater self respect and a truer Knowing of our own strengths
and qualities.

Yes, there IS Purpose in all things - just keep remembering....

And....

Stay Focused on the Light,

Dixie Yeterian

